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1> What is the food chain?
2> Which statement is true about lions and zebras?





Lions
Lions
Lions
Lions

and
and
and
and

zebras
zebras
zebras
zebras

have manes
have claws
eat meat
live in South America

3> Which of the following is not a piece found on a chess board?





Bishop
Knight
King
Princess

4> If a car is traveling at a constant speed of 60 miles per hour, how long will it
take to go 150 miles?
5> Select the word that makes a compound word with knife.





Kitchen
Jack
Pocket
Sharpener

6> What is someone telling you if they say, "Quit your belly aching"?
7> Which of the following animals is a mammal?





Turtle
Snake
Kangaroo
Goldfish

8> What does the instrument a seismograph measure?

9> What country borders the United States to the north?
10> Which of the following words would be a synonym of "bad"?





Awful
Good
Unlucky
Sad

11> Which letter comes next - A,C,E,G, .. ?
12> During the war of 1812, who did the Americans fight?
13> In what US state would you find the Empire State Building?
14> What author wrote the Harry Potter fantasy novels?





Jan Berenstain
J. K. Rowling
Rudyard Kipling
A. Milne

15> In what book would you find the character called Tigger?





The Jungle Book
The Cat in the Hat
The House at Pooh Corner
Black Beauty

16> Which sign of the zodiac is represented by a fish?
17> What is the biggest cause of air pollution?
18> When in Mexico you spend Pesos. What do you spend when you are in
Canada?
19> Who invented and flew the first powered and piloted airplane?
20> In America, on which holiday do you think the most candy is sold?
21> What travels at approximately 186,000 miles per second?
22> Of the following trees, which is a conifer?


An Oak Tree





A Maple Tree
An Elm Tree
A Cedar Tree

23> On what continent would you find a kangaroo?
24> What is 25 percent of 220?
25> What author wrote the fictional story, "The Jungle Book"?

Answers:
1> How animals depend on other animals or plants for food - A crack in the food
chain can affect everyone down the chain.
2> Lions and zebras have manes - Some lion males exceed 550 pounds in
weight.
3> Princess - A chess board has 64 squares.
4> Two and half hours - At 60 mph you're traveling one mile per minute.
5> Jack - A jackknife is a type of pocket knife.
6> Stop Complaining - The phrase Quid pro quo means one thing in return for
another.
7> Kangaroo - All mammals produce milk to feed their young.
8> The strength of an earthquake - A seismograph accurately records the motion
of the ground during an earthquake.
9> Canada - Mexico borders the United States to the south.
10> Awful - Synonyms are different words or phrases that have a similar
meaning.
11> I - There are 26 letters in alphabet.
12> British - The United States declared war on Britain.
13> New York - The Empire State Building is a 102 stories tall.
14> J. K. Rowling - The books tell the story of a wizard named Harry Potter and
his friends.
15> The House at Pooh Corner - The House at Pooh Corner was written by A. A.
Milne.
16> Pisces - Aries is represented by the ram.
17> The burning of fossil fuels - Burning of fossil fuels is responsible for about
90% of all air pollution in the United States.
18> Canadian Dollar - Canadians no longer have one or two dollar bills.
19> The Wright Brothers - The first flight was on December 17, 1903.
20> Halloween - More candy is sold at Halloween than for both Easter and
Valentine's Day combined.
21> Light - Nothing known to man travels faster than light.
22> A Cedar Tree - Most conifers are evergreens.

23> Australia - Kangaroos have very large, powerful hind legs and feet that are
well-suited for leaping.
24> 55 - 55 *100 / 220 = 25 percent.
25> Rudyard Kipling - E.B. White wrote 'Charlotte's Web'.
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